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SmartAssistant™
Connecting Emails to
Microsoft Teams
Conversations

Today’s business conversations are disconnected and
spread out across emails and Microsoft Teams chats.
harmon.ie SmartAssistant solves this problem, enabling you to quickly and
easily bring emails and attachments into Teams, so you can manage and
access everything in the same place. Your organization’s important emails,
documents and Teams conversations are intelligently grouped together,
helping you focus on the task at hand, with everything you need at hand.

Unify all your business information
Capture emails in Teams

Classify and label more accurately

Discover information in context

Collaborate more efﬁciently

Quickly and easily drag and drop
email and attachments into a
Teams channel. Emails are stored
in the Team’s Exchange Group
mailbox and documents in the
Team channel’s SharePoint site.

Maintain the connection between
related emails, attachments, and
documents so workers can easily ﬁnd
the information they need in context,
even when it’s stored across multiple
Ofﬁce 365 apps.

See emails, attachments, documents,
and Teams conversations in context
when you search or ﬁlter content. It’s a
smarter way of using all the capabilities
Microsoft offers to produce better, more
relevant results.

Surface all the information related
to a particular business process or
case, and then take the appropriate
action - reducing information silos,
duplicate documents, and process
bottlenecks.

Drive Microsoft
Teams adoption

Connecting all your conversations and ﬁles allows you to harness all the value of Teams for
comprehensive collaboration. When a user captures an email in Teams, the Teams app opens
so they can continue the conversation there, and all Team members are notiﬁed, so everyone
is always on the same page.

SmartAssistant
Descriptive
Labels™

New “Descriptive Labels” enable users to assign SharePoint metadata to emails stored in
Exchange so they can be easily located alongside related discussions and documents across
the rest of Ofﬁce 365.

Revolutionize information management
In-place records management

Smart descriptions

Compliance and retention

Because emails stay stored in Outlook
but they’re now connected with
attachments saved to SharePoint, you
can achieve in-place records
management.

Descriptive Labels let users classify
emails, documents, and Teams
conversations, so they can be found
easily in a single step via Teams
navigation, Microsoft Search, or
Filter and Views.

Retention Labels can be automatically
applied when emails and attachments
are brought into Microsoft Teams, so
compliance becomes integrated into
everyday processes.

For more on what harmon.ie can do for your business, or to set up a demo of SmartAssistant, get in touch with us today.

About
harmon.ie

harmon.ie makes worker experience tools for the digital workspace, built to deliver information
in an intelligent way and unlock the full power of Microsoft Teams and Ofﬁce 365. Our ﬂagship
solution breaks down data silos from Ofﬁce 365 apps, by grouping information using Descriptive
Labels. harmon.ie SmartAssistant helps organizations bring together all their information so
employees can focus on work and be more productive. The company is a Microsoft Partner and
App of the Year Finalist.
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